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DELPHIS RIGA
CONTAINER
DESTINATION: FIVSS

ETA: 7.9.2021, 14:50

AWAKE ETA: 7.9.2021, 15:25

SPEED: 10 knots

AIS UPDATED: 3 min ago
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AI powered port call predictions

Accuracy



Custom machine learning models are 

trained for each customer destination 

to optimize prediction accuracy. These 

enable reducing variation in prediction 

results caused for example by location-

specific changes in vessel speed.

Coverage



Global coverage is provided for 

predicting current vessel destinations 

and arrival times, and remaining travel 

times for vessels not currently under 

way. Predictions can be queried per 

vessel or per port.

Documentation



Full Swagger style API documentations 

are available and kept up-to-date with 

each release. Our support will assist you 

with API integration and accurate 

service uptime status and planned 

maintenance information is always 

available at our status site.

Awake.AI is providing vessel ETA predictions 
for all Finnish ports through the Finnish vessel 
traffic authority Fintraffic:



"The new predictions are significantly more 
accurate than before. 90 % of predictions 
in the test phase were excellent."



-Juho Pitkänen, Development Manager at 
Fintraffic´s Vessel Traffic Services



Prediction API



Our ETA prediction API provides global predictions on vessel 
voyages. The API can be called for individual vessels to obtain 
machine learning -optimized predictions on where the vessel is 
headed currently, arrival times for current and even future port 
calls, and remaining travel times for vessels not currently under 
way. 



The API can also be called by destination, providing schedule 
predictions on all vessels currently detected to be headed to the 
selected port. The prediction service has global coverage, 
enabling automated monitoring and visibility of future arrivals 
up to several weeks ahead for oceangoing vessels.

Use cases

Comprehensive and accurate

predictions API
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Tangible business benefits



Assisted by Awake.AI ETA prediction API you’ll create accurate 
plans and use predictions to warn you if plans will be disrupted. 
Operate with accuracy by having resources at the right place at 
the right time and adjust your plans on-the-fly with the help of the 
predictions.



With the increasing focus on environmental issues in maritime 
logistics you’ll be able to reach emission goals with reduced vessel 
turnaround times.



Achieve concrete savings by utilising the industry’s best machine 
learning powered predictions.

Awake.AI
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ETA statistics for 862 vessel voyages over the Baltic Sea 
during H1 2021

Vessel locations for the

ETA predictions

Port call service provider 
(e.g. pilots, tugs)

Operations scheduling, estimating when vessels to be 
served arrive in selected waypoints

Automating vessel schedule monitoring and coordinating 
safe allocation of fairway usage, convoys

Vessel traffic coordinator

Cargo owner / Land 
logistics operator

Real-time estimation of arrival time of vessels carrying 
cargo of interest

Terminal operator /

Port call planner

Automating monitoring of current vessel schedules vs. 
planned port calls

27 % Terminal operator

cost savings in port 
operations 

21 % Port author cost 
savings with less 
delays

20 % Ship owner cost 
savings with reduced 
turnaround times

20 % Cargo owner cost 
savings with reduced 
lead time

Reduced vessel 
turnaround times 
and CO2 emissions

Effective communication 
across the port 
community

Smarter decision making 
with AI and machine 
learning

Sharing situational 
awareness and 
predictions through user 
interface and APIs



ETA predictions - Architecture outline



Awake.AI’s modular prediction architecture allows combining and 
customizing features as needed.

 

Ensemble approach allows combining benefits from rule-based 
baseline and machine learning (ML) optimization models.

Baseline models provide explainability, verifiability and 
scalability



Machine learning (ML) models allow optimization for 
outliers and customer-specific variations
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Destination

AIS destinations, 
NSW port calls

Rule-based 
classifiers

Combiner models

(rule-based or ML)

ML models, e.g. time 
series prediction

Baseline

models

Optimization

(ML) models

Trajectory

AIS positioning, 
predicted destination

Typical route maps

Combiner models

(rule-based or ML)

Vessel-specific 
deviations

Sea voyage 
duration

AIS speed,

voyage history

Rules, heuristics

Combiner models

(rule-based or ML)

ML regression 
models

Pilotage

Tide, weather,

vessel particulars

Voyage history Vessel particulars,

voyage history

Location, speed, 
destination, vessel 
info, weather etc.

Vessel particulars,

voyage history

Rules, restrictions

(e.g. tide windows)

Combiner models

(rule-based or ML)

ML regression 
models

ETA

Pricing

Our predictions APIs are available with a fixed monthly fee 
tailored to the amount of usage you require.

This allows accurate budgeting and avoids large surprises 
from jumps in costs.

ETA predictions to any 
predefined ports



Vessel's current destination 
prediction



Vessel's remaining travel 
time prediction based on the 
vessel's historical speed 
profile



Vessel's last observed 
navigational state (e.g. under 
way, stopped, at anchor)



Query by vessel ID (IMO or 
MMSI number)

ETA predictions to any 
predefined ports with 
custom machine learning -
models applied to optimize 
prediction accuracy



Optional: ETA predictions to 
custom user-defined 
waypoints such as pilot 
boarding places, anchorage 
areas, or selected terminals 
in the port area



Optional: actual times of 
arrival (ATA) to custom 
zones (geofences)



Query by vessel ID or 
destination locode

Optimized tier features include

additionally

Global tier features include

Easy to estimate and budget 
monthly pricing

Contact us for a trial of the

superb prediction APIs

sales@awake.ai
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